Active services we deliver on a daily basis.
7Digital
7Digital`is a 'digital middle-man' that distributes music to a lot of DSP's.
Furthermore 7Digital offers B2B branding, B2C streaming and downloadable content.

ACRCloud
ACRCloud provides among other things, automated content recognition (ACR) of audio and
audio-visual content for third party digital service providers and social media partners.
Also ACRCloud provides copyright compliance information service

Alibaba
The Chinese webshop giant is the parent company of Xiami Music Service with 14 million active
users (a streaming platform) and the Ali Genie System (voice assistant).

Amazon Premium
Amazon music is connected to amazon prime,which is Amazon's streaming service

Anghami
Middle Eastern streaming platform with more than one million paying subscribers.

Apple Music
Apple's digital streaming platform with over 60 million songs and approximately 70 million
subscribers.

AWA
AWA is a Japanese subscription based streaming platform with 40 million users on their social
media site.
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BCM Music
BCM Music Systems delivers music systems for various uses such as retail and hospitality
companies.

Beatport
Beatport is a music platform with downloadable content. Beatport sells exclusively electronic
music

Boomplay
Nigerian based digital streaming platform that is available in ten countries: Cameroon, Cote
d'Ivoire, Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria, Rwanda, Senegal, Tanzania, Uganda and Zambia. With 62
million users.

Deezer
Deezer is a france digital streaming platform with 56 million tracks available and is active
worldwide.

Dubset Media Holdings
Dubset provides a platform (the MixBANK Service) that enables the identification and
monetization of DJ and user generated mix and remix content.

FaceBook
The biggest social media platform worldwide with 2,6 billion users.

Hungama
Hungama is a digital streaming platform of music, videos, movies and tv shows from India with
about 42 million users.

iHeart
US based I Heart Radio is a worldwide digital radio broadcaster with about 128 million users.
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Inprodicon
InProdicon delivers to industries that need assistance with content licensing and provision.
These currently include the airline, telecommunications and hospitality industries.

Instagram
Instagram has more than 1 billion users. When music gets delivered to Instagram it will be
available to the music sticker database.

iTunes
Itunes is Apple's streaming platform with downloadable content

Juno Dance
Junodownload is an independent dance music download store with 150,000 monthly users.

KDIGITAL
KDigital Media provides the broadest possible access to the Korean Market via a network of
partner services, offering music downloads.

KKBOX
KKBOX Group is an Asian music entertainment company that mostly functions as an online
radio broadcast service.

MixCloud
Mixcloud is a radio service built around user generated content with 15 million users.

Naxos
Naxos is a platform for classical music, jazz, radio and e-books.
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NetEase
NetEase Music is a Chinese digital streaming platform with a freemium set-up with 139 monthly
users.

Pandora
Pandora is a music and podcast discovery platform with about 70 million users.

Primephonic
Primephonic is a modern digital streaming plaform for classical music with about 50k users in the
UK, US and the Netherlands.

Qobuz
Qobuz is an online music platform offering streaming subscriptions and downloads with 200k
users

QUB Musique
Qub Musique is a Canadian digital streaming platform. The main language is French.

Resso
A social digital streaming platform by Bytedance active in India and Indonesia.

Rhapsody
Rhapsody is owner of Napster. Napster is a digital streaming platform available in 31 countries

ROXI
Roxi is a music streaming device that has music-based games and karaoke functions. They
have several subscription services like via an app on Sky Q (a UK-only TV platform.
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Saavn
Saavn is an Indian music streaming platform with over 100 Million monthly users.

Snapchat
Snapchat is a large social media platform where people share short videos or pictures.

Soundcloud
Soundcloud is a streaming platform that allows its users to directly upload their audio

Soundtrack Your Brand
Soundtrack your brand facilitates soundtracks for business such as stores, offices and
restaurants.

Spotify
Spotify is a Swedish digital streaming platform available worldwide with 130 million paid
subscribers and 286 million users total.

Tencent
Tencent is the (Chinese) parent company of the streaming platforms QQ Music, Kugou and
Kuwo. Together they total over 750 million monthly active users.

Tidal
Tidal is an American artist-owned streaming platform with over 3 million subscribers

TikTok
TikTok is a social platform where people share short videos often with music as centre. Tiktok
has 500 million users.
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Touch Tunes
Touch Tunes sells music platforms/digital jukeboxes to bars and restaurants active in 75k bars
and restaurant.

Traxsource
Traxsource is a digital streaming platform with downloadable content. Traxsource distributes
electronic music only.

Triller
Triller allows users to create short videos that include a clip of a sound recording of up to 30
seconds with 65 million users

Xandrie
Xandrie is the parent company of Qobuz and allbrary. Through which they offer entertainment
products such as eBooks, music, movies & series, video games, newspapers, magazines etc.

Yandex
Yandex Music is a Russian music streaming service with about 20 million monthly users.

YouTube Music
Youtube's streaming platform which adds music clips to the music with approximately 10 million
users.

YouTube_ContentID
The Youtube Content ID makes sure that the royalty's of copyrighted music goes to the rightful
owner. Youtube is the biggest music streaming service worldwide.
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These services ceased operations.
Akazoo
Akazoo S.A. operates as a music streaming company. The Company provides subscribers with
unlimited online and offline music streaming access to a catalog of songs on an ad-free basis.
Akazoo offers users access to a constant expanding database of over 43 million tracks 5of local
and international content in more than 5 countries.

Amazon MP3
Amazon platform that sells downloadable content.
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Negotiations are completed and we are now integrating.
Audible Magic
Audible Magic provides distribution, manage rights and monetization of content.

Jaxsta
Jaxsta is a database where the full credits of music releases is accessible. It is made and meant
for music industry professionals and musicians alike.

Joox
Joox launched in 2015, is a Tencent-owned streaming service that is live in a number of SouthEast Asian territories and South Africa. The service includes premium and ad-supported tiers.

Peloton
Peloton is a service that offers digital workout classes.

SberZvuk
SberZvuk is a Russian music streaming service (formerly known as Zvuk / Zvooq). The
former Zvuk service was acquired in September 2020 by SberBank, one of the largest banks in
Russia and Eastern Europe with over 54m customers. Sberzvuk also offers a white label service,
powering - among others - Huawei's music service.

Vevo
Music Video provider known for their activity on Youtube.
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We are currently negotiating with the following services.
Audiomack
Audiomack is a streaming and audio distribution platform that allows artists to upload music,
podcasts and mixtapes.

Flo
Flo is the third largest local Korean DSP with more than 2,2 million active users.

Gaana
Indian digital streaming platform with a focus on bollywood material with 150 million monthly
active users.

Huawei
Huawei has launched its own music streaming service and recently moved to Europe with 160
million users.

Lickd
Lickd is a service for content generators. Lickd clears/buys copyright for content creators.

Line Music
Line music is a music on demand platform that is integrated in the line messenger system.

Neurotic Media
Neurotic Media is a distribution and marketing platform to help brands engage with their
customers active in North America.
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PEX
Pex is an organisation that provides data services such as digital rights management.

Soul Cycle / Equinox
Variis is the result of a partnership between Soul Cycle and Equinox. Variis offers a membership
to fitness content.
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New portals we started to explore.
SberZvuk
SberZvuk is a music streaming service available in Russia and CIS territories. Previously known
as ‘Zvuk’ and ‘Zvooq’, the service was acquired by one of
Russia’s largest banks, SberBank, and rebranded and relaunched in September 2020 as
SberZvuk.
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The following services have been put on hold.
Slacker
Slacker is known as LivexLive; a music streaming platform, combining audio and (live) video.
Slacker functions more as digital radio with more than 1 million active users.
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